
J OI N  C LE AR C OR R E C T ’S  POS  G R OU P   
 -  F OR  D I S C OU N T S  AND  S U PPOR T ! -   

Aligner+ Pricing and Support Options 

Unlimited, Flex, Consulting & Mentoring 

 

 

With ClearCorrect and Progressive Orthodontic Seminar’s Aligner+ collaboration, you have 

more options in treating your aligner patients. Choose exactly what appliances you want 

and how much instructor support you need to ensure your success.  

Aligner+ members get added perks! For the same price as ClearCorrect’s Unlimited 

Package, Aligner+ members also get initial consulting and appliances.  

  



 

-  CHOOSE YOUR ALIGNER PACKAGE –  
 

 

For a low upfront cost Unlimited 

covers any aligners you need (including 

revisions and replacements) for a full 

five years. Even retainers are included—

up to two sets every six months until the 

five years are up. This is the safest, most 

predictable option. 

For Aligner+ members, you get an added 

perk! Brackets and archwires are also 

included in Unlimited if your consultant 

or mentor thinks they will benefit your 

case. Consultants can add them to your 

cart at diagnosis. Mentors can add them 

at diagnosis or at revision.  

 

Flex lets you pay per appliance (aligner, 

retainer, bracket, or archwire) for the 

exact amount of treatment you need—no 

more, nor less—without squeezing into 

arbitrary pre-sized bundles.  

This is the most affordable upfront cost 

and can be a good option if you and your 

patient are prepared to deal with any 

additional costs that may come up 

during treatment. 

 

  



-  CHOOSE LENGTH OF  INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT –  
 

 

Consulting provides you expert 

instructor support in diagnosing your 

case. Perfect for those that just want 

initial help with their plan.   

If your consultant also suggests brackets 

or wires during your case, they are 

included at the time of initial diagnosis if 

you have chosen the Unlimited Package! 

 

 

 

For one upfront cost, Mentoring covers 

expert instructor support through your 

case. Instructors communicate with you 

in key stages during diagnosis, setup, 

progress and finishing for up to five 

years.  

If your mentor also suggests brackets or 

wires, they are included if you have 

chosen the Unlimited Package! This is 

available from the mentor at diagnosis 

and revisions during your case as you 

need them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



-  CLEARCORRECT PACKAGE S -  

ADDITIONAL DETAILS  

 

Unlimited 

You pay one flat rate, which covers as many setups and appliances as you need to treat 

and retain the teeth of one patient for five full years (the “Unlimited Treatment” period). 

After Unlimited Treatment expires, you may order additional products at standard Flex 

prices. Appliances will be delivered in phases of up to 12 steps each, timed to match your 

patient’s wear schedule.  

Flex 

If you choose Flex pricing, you’ll pay for each treatment setup you approve and each 

aligner, retainer, bracket, or archwire that you request. 

You’ll need to approve a new setup each time you start or revise treatment. You don’t 

need to approve a new setup to order retainers or replacements. 

Appliances are priced individually, not per step, so treating one arch costs less than 

treating both arches. ClearCorrect appliances will be delivered in one shipment. 

Retainers 

Retainers can either be based on a previous step or on new impressions or scans. During 

Unlimited Treatment, you may order up to two sets of retainers every six months. All 

other retainers are available at standard Flex prices. 

Replacements 

During Unlimited treatment, replacement appliances are covered in the initial cost. All 

other replacements are available at standard Flex prices. 

Revisions 

If your patient’s teeth do not move as expected, you may request a “revision” for any 

patient treated with ClearCorrect appliances. A new treatment setup will be created, 

starting from the current position. Teeth may also be overcorrected upon request. 

Revisions may be based on new scans or impressions or a previous step. During 

Unlimited Treatment, revisions are covered in the initial cost. All other revisions are 

available at standard Flex prices. 



-  POS INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT -   

ADDITIONAL DETAILS  

 
Ordering Aligner+ Consulting or Mentoring 

Select your treatment preferences and choose a consultant or a mentor on 

SmileStream.com. Consulting or Mentoring will be paired with the Unlimited Package by 

default and charged accordingly as this is the most common plan. You can adjust to a 

different package after you review the treatment recommendation from your consultant 

or mentor (see different scenarios below).  

Brackets Too? 

Sometimes certain case types need extra control with a fixed appliance to finish to the 

orthodontic standard of care. If so, an instructor will recommend the specific brackets 

and archwires to help you finish nicely (and efficiently). 

If you chose the Unlimited Package:  

When developing the initial treatment plan, your consultant/mentor may add braces and 

wires to your cart for $0. This helps you have everything they predict to start your case 

right. You can complete check out on these items or combine them with other orders at 

any time. If you chose Mentoring, mentors can also add brackets and archwires to your 

cart during the revision stages. 

 

After getting instructor support, what happens if…. 

Case Is Too Difficult 

If consultant/mentor determines you are unlikely to get a good outcome with your 

treatment preferences and skill level, they will recommend you refer the case. At this time 

POS refunds your payment minus a $40 for the consultant's review time. 

Patient Rejects Treatment 

Let us know within 60 days and POS will refund your payment minus the consulting 

($300) fee for the initial consultation time of the consultant/mentor. If brackets and wires 

were added to your cart by the consultant, this will be removed or deducted for. 

Change to Flex 

When submitting for consulting or mentoring, you’re enrolled and charged for the 

Unlimited option. However, if consultant/mentor determines you don't need many trays 

(33 or less trays if no brackets) - they may recommend that you switch to the Flex plan to 

save money. If you choose to change from Unlimited to Flex, a refund of the difference 

will be issued. 

 



Upgrade from Consulting to Mentoring 

If you want to upgrade from consulting to mentoring after starting treatment in any plan, 

you will be charged $300 and will work with a mentor. If you're in the Unlimited Plan, you 

will get updated treatment plan appliances, if applicable. 

Upgrade from No Initial Instructor Support to Consulting or Mentoring 

If after starting treatment you want to get consulting or mentoring, you will be charged 

$300 or $600 respectively for the instructor service. If you're in the Unlimited Plan, you will 

get updated treatment plan appliances, if applicable. 

 

 


